To: Miller MightEvac and MightyLite Self-Retracting Lifeline End-Users
From: Honeywell Personal Protective Equipment
Date: March 19th, 2021
Subject: IMMEDIATE MANDATORY INSPECTION NOTICE
Please read, review, and follow the instructions in this notice carefully.
WARNING! All recipients of this mandatory inspection use notice must read, understand, and follow
all instructions. Failure to do so may result in serious injury or death.
At Honeywell, our mission is to continue to provide innovative personal protective equipment that helps
our customers maintain workforce safety. You have been identified as a customer that has purchased
certain Miller MightEvac and MightyLite Self-Retracting Lifelines (SRLs) products that were returned for
repair work by Honeywell between September 1, 2019 and March 5, 2021 (the “Repair Period”).
Honeywell has identified a potential issue with reworked brake components that may cause the
products to not operate to specification.
While there have been no reported incidents related to this issue, out of an abundance of caution, we
are sending this notice to provide guidance on certain testing that must be completed immediately and
prior to use in order to ensure proper operation of these SRLs.
If you are a direct customer of Honeywell, please ensure that you or your employees are taking the
below steps. If you are a distributor customer of Honeywell, please alert your customers to this issue
immediately so that they can take the proper steps to address the issue.
Note: This notice only affects the models listed in Table 1 that were repaired during the Repair Period.
Models outside of this date range, including new units, are not affected by this notice. Do not return any
SRL units that fall outside of these parameters or that are operating properly as per the product manual.
For any MightEvac and MightyLite SRLs that fall within the specified parameters of this notice, the user
must take the following steps immediately:
Step 1. Look for model number on the product label and the date of manufacture (see Figure 1 below).
Step 2. If the model number on the label is on the list on Table 1 AND was repaired during the Repair
Period, then move to Step 3.
Step 3. Refer to the Operation and Inspection section of the user manual and perform the pre-use
inspection of the braking mechanism. The braking mechanism can be tested by grasping the
webbing or cable ABOVE the load indicator and applying a sharp steady pull downward which
will engage the brakes. There should be no slippage of the webbing or cable while the brakes
are engaged. Once tension is released, the brakes will disengage and the unit will return to the
retractable mode. User Manual: https://prod-edam.honeywell.com/content/dam/honeywelledam/sps/his/en-us/products/fall-protection/documents/HIS-MF-i267-self-retracting-lifelinesuser-manual.pdf

Step 4. In the event of a malfunction or if you have any questions please contact Honeywell Repair
Center at 1-800-873-5242 (option 5) or email hsprepairs@honeywell.com. If you are a
distributor, please inform your end users that purchased these units and instruct them to
contact Honeywell Repair center.
Table 1: List of model numbers included in this Safety Notice.
MightyLite Self-Retracting Lifelines
RL100BG/100FT
RL30P-Z7/30FT
RL50SS-Z7/50FT
RL100G/100FT-USS
RL30SS-Z7/30FT
RL65G-Z7/65FT
RL100G-Z7/100FT
RL40K-Z7/40FT
RL65G-Z7LE/65FT
RL100SS-S/100FT
RL50BG/50FT
RL65G-Z7LEK/65FT
RL100SS-Z7/100FT
RL50BG-Z7/50FT
RL65SS-S/65FT
RL120G-Z7/120FT
RL50BSS-Z7/50FT
RL65SS-Z7/65FT
RL130G-Z7/130FT
RL50G-Z7/50FT
RL80K-Z7/80FT
RL130SS-Z7/130FT
RL50G-Z7LE/50FT
140059/30FT
RL175G-Z7/175FT
RL50G-Z7LEK/50FT 150077/30FT
RL175SS/175FT
RL50P-S/50FT
RL175SS-Z7/175FT
RL50P-Z7/50FT
RL30G-Z7/30FT
RL50SS-S/50FT
MightEvac Self-Retracting Lifelines with Retrieval
MR80K-Z7/80FT
MR130G-Z7/130FT MR50G-Z7/50FT
MR100GB-Z7/100FT
MR130SB-Z7/130FT MR50S/50FT
MR100GCM-Z7/100FT
MR130SX-Z7/130FT MR50SB-S-Z/50FT
MR100GC-Z7/100FT
MR130S-Z7/130FT
MR50SB-Z7/50FT
MR100GX/100FT
MR40K/40FT
MR50SCN/50FT
MR100GX-Z7/100FT
MR40KB-Z7/40FT
MR50SC-S/50FT
MR100G-Z7/100FT
MR40KC/40FT
MR50SC-Z7/50FT
MR100SB-S/100FT
MR40KC-Z7/40FT
MR50SS-S-Z7/50FT
MR100SB-S-Z/100FT
MR40KX/40FT
MR50SX/50FT
MR100SB-Z7/100FT
MR40K-Z7/40FT
MR50SXM/50FT
MR100SC-Z7/100FT
MR50GB-CE/50FT
MR50SXM-Z7/50FT
MR100SX/100FT
MR50GB-Z7/50FT
MR50S-Z7/50FT
MR100S-Z7/100FT
MR50GX-Z7/50FT
MR80KB/80FT
MR130GB-Z7/130FT
120032/100FT
MR80KB-Z7/80FT
MR130GC-Z7/130FT
MR80KC/80FT
MR130GX-Z7/130FT
MR80KC-Z7/80FT
RoofStrider MightyLite Kits
RM50G/50FT
SRM50G/50FT
SRM30G/30FT
SRM50P/50FT
SRM50SS-Z7/50FTC
Repair Parts
6139853/
6139872/

Figure 1: Variable Label
Each unit contains a Variable Label located on the front or back of the unit. The
specific Model and Date of Manufacturer is printed on the Variable Label.

Honeywell has been a manufacturer of industrial personal protective safety products for more than 75
years and our customers’ safety is ALWAYS our highest priority.

